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Presentation Notes
I’m Bob Plankers. I work at DoIT in the Systems Engineering group, and I lead a team that designs, builds, and operates infrastructure. One of the many hats that I wear is “solutions architect.” Normally you encounter solutions architects on vendor sales teams, but unlike a vendor I have to live with, and listen to people living with, my system designs. As such, I think a lot more about how we can make our systems easier to deal with, and what follows from that is lower cost, better reliability, and lower risk.We could talk for hours about systems complexity, and I’m open to that in alternate forums. What I really want to cover this morning – I think it’s still morning – is basically two things. First, I want to explore some fundamental ideas around complexity, and second, some practices around improving our collective situations. If we have time I’d like to show a couple examples and then do some Q&A.
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First, let’s talk about complexity.  Seven years ago a guy by the name of Don Norman published a book about complexity. I’m a big fan of watching & learning from other fields, and interface designers can teach IT folks a lot. Mr. Norman is a designer, a former Apple vice president, and he’s spent a lot of time thinking about making things simpler. One of his more profound conclusions was that we’re not actually all that interested in simplicity.I agree with him. We live in a complicated world. We have users, customers, researchers, students, bosses, spouses, children all with varying needs, varying budgets, and varying knowledge. A single system design won’t cover all those cases very well, and it’s true that if you try to please everyone you end up pleasing no one.Simple and complex, as it turns out, are matters of perspective.
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To illustrate I offer you an example from my own coffee table. On the left is an Apple TV 4 remote. Seems simple. On the right is a Logitech Harmony 650. Seems complex.Simplicity is defined by wherever Google gets definitions as “the quality or condition of being easy to understand or do.” So let’s use that as a filter here.The Apple TV remote has just a few buttons on it. It looks simple, but that means that each button’s functions are overloaded. Press a button once and you get one behavior, press it twice and it does something else. Hold it and you get a third function. You can swipe and press the touch pad, too. Hell, you can even talk to the thing, probably the most useless conversation you’ll have all day. How do I explain all this to my wife who just wants to stream her workout video from our Plex server in the limited window of time while our kids nap?Instead, we have a Logitech Harmony remote. It has all the buttons. It might have too many buttons, but each button has one function. It has a little screen to tell you what mode it’s in, it has built in help to fix things, and frankly we find it much less confusing than the “simple” remote.So what’s actually simpler here?One of the things Don Norman concludes is that, for a variety of reasons, we don’t really want less complexity. We want less confusion. When I read his book years ago that was one of those “a ha!” types of moments.
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The average person can 
only keep 5 to 9 items in 
their working memory.
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So there’s another couple of sessions about UX design, and don’t tell them but I’m going to continue to rip them off a little. There’s a lot we can learn from different industries and fields of study, and UX is one that has a bunch of aphorisms and wisdom. Same for manufacturing, if you’ve ever read the Phoenix Project or The Goal.UX people spend a lot of time trying to control complexity and user confusion.So this is Miller’s Law. Speaks directly to our desire for less confusion. Guy by the name of George Miller figured out in 1956 that we get confused when we’re forced to keep track of more than 5 to 9 things at a time. That might seem like plenty but when you consider that we’re being interrupted all the time and we’ve got non-IT things we’re worried about in our daily lives then we start to see that our working set is probably only 1 or 2 things. Let’s say that I can keep track of 7 things. I’m hungry. I need to go to the bathroom because I drank a Nalgene full of tea right before this. I’m keeping track of the time because that’s important to all of us, because this is right before lunch and we’re all hungry. There’s three things. My wife is texting me because she’s trying to figure out something with the kids – four. I want to catch Steve up there on the way out because I need to tell him something, five. That leaves what, two things to keep track of? And I guarantee that if I was sitting at my desk someone would interrupt me with IM or a phone call or a knock and suck up at least one of those.  So if the task I’m doing needs me to keep track of a couple parallel things I’m now treading into human error & unplanned outage territory.
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Every application must 
have an inherent amount 
of irreducible complexity. 
The only question is who 
will have to deal with it.
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The other one of these UX laws I want to bore you with is Tesler’s Law, which has come to be called the Law of Conservation of Complexity. I really like this one.Larry Tesler worked for Xerox PARC back in the day and observed that there’s a minimum amount of complexity in an application. You can try to hide it but it’s still there somewhere.I spend a lot of time in the virtualization world and I think about this all the time when I look at converged and hyperconverged systems. The whole premise of these systems is they reduce certain types of complexity for the IT staff. But really they’re just hiding the complexity.A clustered, distributed filesystem is not an un-complex thing. A system to orchestrate software and firmware updates is not an un-complex thing. But the whole premise is that we don’t have to worry about it, because someone hid it from us, usually in exchange for cash.Thing is, I’ve worked in this industry for 25 years and I’m a realist. All software has bugs and when you’re writing a layer of software to cope with the issues in another layer of software you might be asking for some trouble. At the very least it doesn’t absolve you of testing. But when something is hidden it’s also hard to get to. Hard to get to means hard to fix when it’s broken, and often inflexible. Think about pipes in your house. Sewer pipes are well-hidden, but it’s major surgery if you need to get to one to fix it or add new functionality, like a sink or a toilet.That all weighs on my mind.
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So what? What do we do about all this? Every day we have an opportunity to improve, maintain, or degrade our own situations through series of little decisions. Let’s look at some of the ways we can start thinking about all of this.Oh, and BTW, did you know this is an emoji now? Crazy.
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Staff time is a 
cost, too.
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First, we need to get past the idea that our time is free. To start with, time is probably the most scarce resource we have as humans.To the organization our time costs money, because we don’t work for free. Vendors know this and try to represent it with the Total Cost of Ownership figures. TCO is usually always very wrong, though. The only folks that can compute TCO are us, and to do that we need metrics about how we’re spending our time. Unfortunately we usually don’t have those. Getting a handle on staff time expenditures is the holy grail of IT in higher ed.Our time choices also have opportunity costs. Opportunity costs are a concept from economics, that when we choose one alternative over another we miss the benefit of the thing we didn’t choose. IT is full of opportunity costs, and especially choices between spending time on overhead sorts of things versus activities that drive us forward.A good, if perhaps impolitic example is the security mandates coming down from UW System. That’s all overhead, keeping-the-lights-on sorts of stuff. But it doesn’t help a researcher discover things. So when we spend 80 hours securing systems what opportunities did we miss to make a difference in the world?And to be clear I don’t think security is something we should ignore, because the lack of it represents a serious risk. In my life right now security is one of the biggest ways to increase or reduce complexity in a system, and ill-considered choices we make about security implementations can cause hundreds of hours of time to be lost, as well as materially decrease security, all in the name of adding security. We’ll talk about this more in a few minutes.
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GUI != Good
CLI != Bad 
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The second thing we need to get past is the idea that graphical interfaces are inherently simple, and command lines are inherently complicated. This is a bias we all have and it’s absolutely wrong.As we move forward and infrastructure becomes code, we need to get past this. Command line commands are often the simplest, easiest way to get something done.
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Here’s a good example of just because something is pretty doesn’t mean it’s good for us.Anybody know what this is? It looks very nice and colorful, and I’m sure it’d make a nice addition to my fall leaf collection, right?Oh yeah, it’s poison ivy. The pretty thing made me hurt.
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Here’s a great example of how a free tool probably isn’t actually free when you account for your time, opportunity costs, and risks. This is a screenshot of Dell’s OpenManage tool, which Dell wants you to believe saves you time and money. I’m going to pick on Dell a little here because, perhaps you’ve heard the saying, “familiarity breeds contempt.” I’m 100% sure that HPE and Cisco have equivalently helpful tools.So this tool is designed to help you manage the hardware in your environment. You download it as a virtual machine image and install it, give it an IP, etc. It can update firmware, standardize system configurations, and be set up to call home with support issues. Sounds good.First off, all tools are applications, and apps are traps. They all require databases, OS updates, application support, sometimes licensing. This is no different, and the cost to support this tool is 100% overhead. Time you’re never getting back in your life.Second, we all have a wide variety of hardware we support, and this may or may not support the older stuff you have. It also needs a license for certain functionality. There’s a good chance that if you implement this you will need two ways of doing the same thing, one for older hardware and one for newer hardware. Anytime you have two ways of doing the same thing you have opportunities for confusion and mistakes, not to mention the overhead of writing two sets of documentation.Third, the call-home functionality seems cool but you’ll end up on the phone with a technician anyhow, except now they’re calling you instead of you calling them when it’s convenient for you. Or they dispatch a technician with a part, who will then call you because they want to get you the part at 9 PM, not that I’m bitter. Or, they’re responding to an alert that is a false alarm, because I forgot we were doing this and I pulled some drives out to see what vSAN would do. It’s also another piece of data to have to maintain with someone, who to call, and vendors don’t have the greatest track records of associating systems to humans.Fourth, this tool, when scanned by our campus Qualys scanners, reports a ton of security risks. Appliances in general have a really horrible track record for patching. It has a wide-open, unauthenticated NFS share on it. The web server is vulnerable to, like, everything. TLS 1.0 is on. And it has no host-based firewalling that’s accessible. If I deploy this tool I would need to wrap it in all manner of compensating controls, which adds complexity and confusion and time spent and cost.It’s a great example of how something that seems well-meaning can cost us a lot. My team has sunk over 20 hours into making this thing work, and we gave up on it. The efforts here to hide some perceived complexity end up causing a much more complicated system.
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.\racadm.exe -r server-idrac.wisc.edu -u 
root -p passw0rd update -t https -e 
ftp.dell.com -a false

.\racadm.exe -r server-idrac.wisc.edu -u 
root -p passw0rd set -t xml -f awesome-
server-config.xml -b graceful -w 600

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what’s the alternative? Just use the onboard iDRAC controllers and the command line racadm tool.They can email you with hardware alerts, which you can then deal with on your own schedule (and if you only email a campus list you can just relay straight into lists.wisc.edu).They can stage firmware updates all by themselves, though you might need to download the repository using their repository manager tool.They can export and import XML configurations so you can set one up and then copy the configs around.Best yet, they’re there already and you have to maintain them anyhow, so it’s no extra work in the long term. And it’s ONE PROCESS, not two or three.Just like my TV remotes, which is more complicated, this or the GUI?
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Standardize
Thoughtfully
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So what else? We’re getting short on time, so I’ll cruise through some of this.Standardization is awesome. Decide on a way to do something, document it, automate it, in that order. Make everyone do it the same way. Drive it using a script or a tool like Ansible or Puppet.Standardization isn’t a straightjacket, though. You will get asked, constantly, to violate your standards. Remember that we seek a lack of confusion, and we might need some complexity to deal with different situations. Be thoughtful and kind about when you enforce a standard and when you create a second standard. Reuse as much as you can between different standards. Using standard techniques helps avoid confusion.
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Software developers can teach us things, too. In particular, pages 80 and 81 of Steve McConnell’s “Code Complete 2” are pure gold. The page is titled “Desirable characteristics of a design.” Here are some highlights.
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Avoid
Clever
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McConnell calls this “minimal complexity.” Don’t be clever because clever is hard to understand, especially years later when you or a colleague are trying to fix something. I have to say that I absolutely hate trying to figure out my own code years later, and it sucks because I know I did this to myself.Design the system to be as self-explanatory as possible. If there’s a best practice, use it. I’ve seen people invent their own network failover techniques. This is a solved problem. Use a standard like LACP so the rest of us know what is going on after you retire.Leave comments and hints for yourself and others. Use good names. I had a coworker once that named all variables as expletives, and then reused them as much as possible as if he was paying for the extra couple of bytes a new variable would have used. For what it’s worth I think my personal pet peeve is the Perl $_ default variable, making code completely unreadable to someone not strong in Perl. Which, we should assume, is everyone.A picture is worth a 1000 words, for sure. Include a diagram with your docs. Just make sure to store it somewhere you can get at it when everything is messed up.
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Loose
Coupling
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Systems that are tightly coupled don’t withstand outages very well, and are hard to protect and do maintenance on. When you can’t do normal maintenance activities like patching your life gets a lot more complicated, especially in light of all these security mandates.Mind your dependencies. A great question to ask yourself is what happens if everything is off? What do I need to turn on first? This is actually a great exercise, too, because you find systems with circular dependencies. Virtualization environments have a lot of those, by the way, where you can’t log in unless your AD is working but all your AD machines are VMs which are off. Seemed like a good idea at the time.One tenet we have in my group is that all applications must start correctly on boot. That way an automated monthly reboot for patching is no big deal. Outages, while annoying, are also not the biggest deal, especially in VMware environments where HA will just restart a VM.As an aside, we thought that when we automated monthly patching reboots people would complain, but it was the opposite. They liked that it was being done more frequently and the amount of change each time was small. They also liked knowing that their applications started correctly.If we need a service to stay up during maintenance we use an abstraction like a load balancer. But we also keep in mind that clustering is adding complexity, too. Many times we can avoid clustering and just choose a sensible maintenance window.We also use service DNS entries and IP addresses so we don’t have to update thousands of hosts when a service moves or fails over. Tools like Puppet have helped make these kinds of changes easy, but the best work is the work you don’t have to do because you were thoughtful to start with. Even for single-host services, it’s been helpful for rebuilds and if we decide to cluster things later.
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Leanness
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Last, leanness. Voltaire said that a book is finished not when nothing more can be added but when nothing more can be taken away. I really feel that way about IT as well. It’s easy to add complexity, often without thinking. So we need to take some time and be thoughtful about what we’re doing and, specifically, WHY we are doing it.We don’t put two power supplies in servers because it reduces failure. It’s actually the opposite – more components means greater chance of failure. We do it because of the flexibility it offers and the probability that the two supplies won’t die at the same time. There’s a tangible benefit to the added cost and complexity it adds. Why do we choose four 1 gig connections versus two 10 gig ones? Is it really cheaper in the long run? Why do we choose optics versus copper cables? Are these the best choices we could have made to reduce our future work and make our environment simpler and easier to understand?We’re presented with opportunities every day to make things worse, keep things the same, or make things better. With each new opportunity let’s take a minute to figure out which path is which.



THANK YOU.
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